
 
MORIN BUILDING 

8570 EXECUTIVE PARK AVENUE  

FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22116-0815 
 

Date Issued: December 13, 2019 

 

To:  All Prospective Offerors 

 

Issued by: Brian Carter, Buyer I 

 

Subject: Addendum #1 to IFB #19-94 Annual Water and Wastewater Chemical Requirements 

  

The purpose of this addendum is to make revisions to the IFB and to answer questions submitted by the specified 

deadline for their submission. 

 

I. General 

 

1. The deadline for submitting bids will remain prior to 2:00 p.m., Friday, December 20, 2019.   
 

2. Bids will be opened and read immediately following the submission deadline in Fairfax Water’s 

Procurement Department @ 8570 Executive Park Avenue; Fairfax, VA 22031. 

 

II. Changes to Bid Specifications and Related Requirements 

 

1. Attachment 1, Appendix A, Page 2: The shipping address for Loudoun Water shall be changed to 

the following: 

 

Broad Run Water Reclamation Facility 

44961 Loudoun Water Way 

Ashburn, VA 20147 

 

2. Appendix A, Item 8 Methanol: Loudoun Water shall be added as a delivery location on page 12.  

The estimated total usage is 220,000 gallons per year and the delivery amount is full truckloads.  

Additionally, the total quantity listed on Attachment 2, the bid submission form, for Item No. 8 

shall be changed to 820,000 gallons. 

 

3. Attachment 2, Bid submission form shall be amended to include Item Nos. 15A, 17B and 18.  

The total quantity for both lines shall remain as listed in Appendix A. 

 

4. Appendix A, Item 11B Phosphoric Acid, 36%: This item is no longer required and shall be 

removed from the IFB and bid form.  

 

5. Appendix A, Item 10A-10F: Prospective bidders on the liquid oxygen requirement have the 

option to schedule a site visit to view each of Fairfax Water’s tank sites.  Participating in a site 

visit is not a requirement to submit a bid.  Visits may be scheduled on Monday, December 16 
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through Thursday, December 19 between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. by contacting the 

site representatives named below.  All visits must be scheduled at least 24 hours in advance. 

 

 

Doug Grimes 

703-289-6567 dgrimes@fairfaxwater.org 

Corbalis Treatment Facility  

 1295 Fred Morin Road  

 Herndon, VA 20170 

 

Chad Coneway 

703-289-6610 cconeway@fairfaxwater.org 

Griffith Treatment Facility  

 9600 Ox Road  

 Lorton, VA 22079 

and 

High Dam  

 460 Mill Street  

 Occoquan VA 22125 

 

6. A description of the Simpson and MacLeod test method has been added to the solicitation as 

Attachment 3. 

 
III. Questions and Answers 

 

1. Q: How many liquid oxygen (LOX) tanks are located at each location and what are their 

 sizes? 

 

 A: Fairfax Water maintains eight LOX tanks at three locations.  The size and   

   number of tanks at each location are as follows: 

 

   Site A:  Four 13,000 gallon tanks 

  

   Site B:  One 13,000 gallon tank 

     Two 15,000 gallon tanks 

 

   Site C:  One 13,000 gallon tank 

 

2. Q: Would it be possible to visit the LOX tank sites prior to submitting our bid? 

 

 A: See Section II, No. 5 above.  

 

3. Q: Will a truck with a lift gate and pallet jack be required for deliveries to Loudoun Water, 

 Corbalis Treatment Plant and Griffith Treatment Plant?  

 

A: No, all of the above facilities are equipped to offload materials. 

 

mailto:dgrimes@fairfaxwater.org
mailto:cconeway@fairfaxwater.org
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4. Q: Are there any truck size restrictions for the sites requiring tote deliveries? 

 

 A:  No. 

 

5. Q: Regarding items 15A-15B Powder Activated Carbon: Questions were received requesting 

 clarification on what size of totes are required and whether a prospective bidder needs to 

 bid on both totes and 50 lb bags to be considered. 

 

 A: Fairfax Water requires that PAC be delivered in super sack sized containers.   

  Bidders may provide bids for either or both shipping units (i.e. Item No. 15A and/or 

  15B) provided they meet the packaging requirements.  Awards will be made on a  

  line item basis.      

 

6. Q: Item 15C Powder Activated Carbon is for emergency “totes”, but states 50 tons of 

 quantity. Do you anticipate ordering any of that during the year (based on previous 

 usage)? 

 

 A: Fairfax Water did not place any emergency orders for PAC during the current  

  contract term (2015-2020). 

 

7. Q:  Can you provide a copy of the “Simpson and MacLeod” test method mentioned for the 

 performance testing? 

 

 A: See Section II, No. 6 above. 

 

8. Q:  I do not see Item #6, Hydrofluorosilicic Acid requires a sample to be submitted prior to 

 the bid opening date, can you confirm this is correct? 

 

 Q: Please confirm what chemicals require a sample and the amount of the sample. 

 

 A: Powder Activated Carbon is the only chemical that requires a sample to be   

  submitted.  The size of the sample shall be one pound as specified in Appendix A,  

  Page 23.  Fairfax Water does require that a certificate of analysis (COA) be   

  provided by bidder for each chemical being bid, as specified in IFB Section 2.7  

  Safety Data and Quality Reports.  Instructions for submitting samples are located in 

  Section 1.4 of the IFB. 

 

9. Q: The bid specifications note deliveries will be 3,000 – 4,000 gallons. Can you specify how 

 often the deliveries will be 3,000 gallons and for which location/s? 

 

 A: Fairfax Water will only request deliveries be made in full truckloads. 

 

10. Q: The bid specs indicate the certificate of insurance does not need to be submitted with the 

 bid but upon notification of award.  Is this correct? 

 

 A: This is correct, as specified in IFB Section 3.23. 
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11. Q: We plan on using a subcontractor for transportation, on p.16 it mentions that all 

 subcontractors need to be pre-approved.  What information are you requiring with the bid 

 in order to fulfill this requirement? 

 

 A: The use of a subcontractor for delivery is addressed in IFB Section 2.14 Delivery  

   Requirements, Item R.  This section reads, in part: If Contractor intends to   

  subcontract delivery to a third-party carrier, the Contractor must submit the name  

  of the carrier and a complete list of all state and interstate violations for which the  

  subcontractor, its drivers and or its vehicles have been cited within the past 2 years.  

  This information is to be submitted with the bid.  

 

12. Q: Please provide information required to have a product pre-approved for the 

 polyaluminum chloride/polyaluminum hydroxychlorosulfate requirement?  I understand 

 this product will not be approved for this years bid. 

 

 A: The process for preapproval and implementation of polyaluminum chloride is as  

  follows: 

   

   1.  Literature, product history, and case study review of similar types of  

   surface water sources. 

   2.  Jar test of vendor products to determine optimal dose. 

   3.  Analysis of other treatment and storage impacts to implement jar test  

   dose. 

   4.  Development of full scale test plan and risk management plan. 

   5.  Full scale plant tests. 

 

13. Q: Throughout the bid it mentions that delivery is of upmost importance, however the bid 

 does not mention how many days the contractor is given to deliver.  Do we need to 

 provide a delivery time with the bid? 

 

 A: All bidders are required to note the number of days required to deliver for each  

  chemical being bid on the bid form.  Bids that require in excess of ten days to deliver 

  will not be considered. 

 

14. Q: Regarding Items No. 3A-3C: It is a requirement of the bid to make split deliveries. Please 

 explain the procedure how the driver will know how much product goes into each  storage 

 tank. It would also be helpful to know the size of tanks that require split loads. Does 

 the authority give advanced notice of split delivery? What is the frequency of 

 deliveries that needs to be shipped to separate tanks? 

 

 A: Fairfax water will not require split loads at either its Corbalis or Griffith treatment  

  plants.  Fairfax County DPW does require split deliveries to various tank sites at its  

  plant.  Deliveries are split for both Caustic Soda and Sodium Hypochlorite, the  

  process is as follows: 

 
When the delivery comes, we weigh in the truck. Our operator then accompanies the 

driver to unload to the desired tank. If we need to split the load, we tell the driver to 
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stop at a certain level, unhook and then go to the next tank to unload the remaining 

chemical. When done with unloading, we weigh out the truck and print the delivery 

ticket from our scale house. 

 

The following are our chemical bldg. & tank capacities: 

1. S-Building: Two 14,000 gal Caustic Soda tanks, One 14,000 gal Sodium Hypochlorite Tank 
2. S3-Building: Two 6,000 gal Caustic Soda tanks 
3. G-Building: Four 8,000 gal Sodium Hypo Chlorite Tanks 
4. HH Building: Three 1,000 gal Sodium Hypochlorite Tanks 

 

Note: We don’t tell the vendor in advance that it will be split deliveries. We just tell the 

driver when they come in and split the load. The frequency of split deliveries is irregular 

depending upon requirement of that particular building. 

 

15. Q: Can you please confirm how many totes Loudoun Water receives at one time for Item 

 11B, Phosphoric Acid, 36%?  What is the annual tote usage for the Phosphoric Acid, 

 36%? How will the bid be awarded, will each line item be awarded separately or will it 

 be based on a combination of line items? 

 

 A:  See Section II, No. 4 above. 

 

 
NO OTHER QUESTIONS WERE RECEIVED BY THE DEADLINE 
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IV. Acknowledgement 

 
Acknowledge your receipt of, and compliance with, this Addendum by either signing the attached 
acknowledgement, or referencing its receipt and your compliance, in your bid. 
 

 

 

 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF ADDENDUM # 1 

 

 

I certify that the information contained in the proposal submitted on behalf of the below named 

firm incorporates any and all changes to the original specification.  I further certify by my 

signature below, that I am fully authorized to acknowledge receipt of the above addendum and 

also bind the below named firm to the terms, conditions and specifications of the IFB and any 

changes thereto made by this addendum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:  

 

 

 

 

FOR: __________________________________    ____________________ 

Company Name       Date 

 

 

 

__________________________________  

Signature of Authorized Agent    

 

 

 

__________________________________   

  Printed/typed name 

 

 

_________________________________ 

  Title


